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Hood-Animation
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1. Last Tutorial
In the last tutorial we added 2 animations to our model.
Wheel_Rotation and Wheel_Orientation.
The Hood needs 6 animations:
●
●
●
●

Link_Bend_R and Link_Bend_L
Link_Deployment_L and Link_Deployment_R
Link_Horizontal_Top
Link_Vertical_Top

Because Link_Bend and Link_Deployment animations are similar, we explain only the
animation for one side (R side).
It seems easier to use two objects for the hood. It makes Weight Painting easier. The
main part of the hood is a little bit inside of the front part. Both are controlled by the
bones. I use only the front object for the Link_Horizontal_Top and Link_Vertical_Top
animations.
The bones, which are do this animation have no weight paint in main object. But this
could be different in your model. It is only the way, I did it because my weight painting
skills are bad. Maybe not the best way.
The original size of the sample SDK jetway hood (front part) is 3.12 m x 3.15 m.
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2. Link_Bend_R (Link_Bend_L)
The bones relations are not connected,only with Local Location and Inherit Rotation checked (1).
Important:
The Origin of the whole armature is set to 0;0;0. With Ctrl A and All Transforms
(If not, I made the bad experience the whole hood is far in front of the jetway in the game)
And as parent I choose in my model the head, the blue rotating part (Tutorial 1).
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2. Link_Bend_R (Link_Bend_L)
The picture left shows you how the bones “Door_Ctrl_Top and Door_Ctrl_Top.001 are linked to the right bones.
The right picture shows you, how they are positioned at frame1 and 9 of the animations. They are at the same place, so only one can
be seen, because one is hidden in the other.
Door_Ctrl_Top and Door_Ctrl_Top.001 are
at the same place.
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For the first frame we need to select the bones like in the picture below, including Door_Ctrl_Top and Door_Ctrl_Top.001. With I key I
set Location and Rotation for the first frame.
For the last frame, I rotate every bone at Y-axis, like shown below. Maybe the values are not perfect and could be depend on the actual
model-size. Notice all the values to use later for the other side of the hood.
In this model I use 4 vertical and 1 horizontal bone: 5 x 16 degrees = 80 degrees.The SDK used only 3 bones vertical and 1 horizontal:
4 x 20 = 80 degrees. Animation frames = 45
Before Push Down the animation, set interpolation mode to Linear! Enter the correct animation name (Link_Bend_R) into the NlaTrack (Nonlinear Animation window).
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For the left side choose only the left bones without Door_Ctrl_Top and without Door_Ctrl_Top.001. Repeat the steps before and
make an animation Link_Bend_L.
For the animation Link_Deployment_R we set frames to 60. Select the same bones like in our first animation.
At frame 1, we press I and choose Location and Rotation. Next set to frame 60 and rotate the bone 50 degrees on y-axis to set the
end-position in this animation.
Before Push Down the animation, set interpolation mode to Linear! Enter the correct animation name Link_Deployment_R into the
Nla-Track (Nonlinear Animation window).
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For the left side choose only the left bones without Door_Ctrl_Top and without Door_Ctrl_Top.001. Repeat the steps before and
make an animation Link_Bend_L.
Now we have two animations, which are bending the Hood and their name must be exactly like in the xml-file:
<Animation name="Link_Bend_L" guid="6AE01FE9-9BFD-4234-9932-36D4B8D65B5F" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Bend_R" guid="D06BC1D3-4F30-4E0F-90E0-32199272D27B" type="Standard"/>
Remember, do not change the guids in your xml-file.

3. Link_Deployment_R (Link_Deployment_L)
For the animation Link_Deployment_R we set frames to 60. Select the same bones like in our first animation and the bone with the
orange arrow.
At frame 1, we press I and choose Location and Rotation. Next set to frame 60 and rotate the bone 50 degrees on y-axis to set the
end-position in this animation.
Before Push Down the animation, set interpolation mode to Linear! Enter the correct animation name Link_Deployment_R into the
Nla-Track (Nonlinear Animation window).
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For the animation Link_Deployment_L we select the same bones like in our second animation on the left side and the bone with the
orange arrow. (The SDK has not this bone in the armature. To move the hood, they use the horizontal bone below the arrow.)
At frame 1, press I and choose Location and Rotation. Next set to frame 60 and rotate the bone 50 degrees on y-axis to set the endposition in this animation.
Before Push Down the animation, set interpolation mode to Linear! Enter the correct animation name Link_Deployment_L into the
Nla-Track (Nonlinear Animation window).
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4. Link_Horizontal_Top
This animation moves only the Door_Ctrl_Top bone. Only
this bone.

X-axis 0.6 m

The SDK “explains” how to make an animation. The
“default” state should be in the middle of the animation
and the first frame behind the the default position. This is
clear to understand.
Set the animation to from 0 to17. So we have 18 frames
for this animation.
First we set frame 9 in the unchanged postion of the
bone in pose mode. This is our default state (1-8, 9, 1017, it is in the middle of the animation).
Next we move the animation slider to frame 0 and set the
keyframes here also with I-key.
Next move the animation slider to frame 17. Than move
the bone maybe 0.6 m on X-axis forward. Set this
position in frame 17.
Now set frame 1 in Action Editor. Move the bone to
position -0.6 m on X-axis. Save the position as keyframe
with I-key.
Now choose Interpolation Mode Linear, Push Down and
in Nonlinear Animation Editor name the Nla Track to
Link_Horizontal_Top.
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4. Link_Vertical_Top
This animation moves only the Door_Ctrl_Top001 bone.
Select this bone in pose mode.
The SDK “explains” how to make an animation. The
“default” state should be in the middle of the animation
and the first frame below the the default position. This is
clear to understand. The sample SDK jetway moves the
bone up 0.55 m and down -0.55 m.
Set the animation to from 0 to17. So we have 18 frames
for this animation.
First we set frame 9 in the unchanged position of the
bone in pose mode. This is our default state,we add to
the animation with I-key.
Next move the animation slider to frame 0. We add this
position also with I-key.
Next move the animation slider to frame 17. Than move
the bone maybe 0.55 m upward. Set this position in
frame 17.
Now set frame 1 in Action Editor. Move the bone down to
position -0.55 m. Save the position as keyframe with Ikey.
Now choose Interpolation Mode Linear, Push Down and
in Nonlinear Animation Editor name the Nla Track to
Link_Vertical_Top.
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5. All Animations
All needed animations are ready now. Make sure all checked in the Nonlinear Editor before you export your model.
Remember, all animation names must be like in your xml-file.
<Animation name="Link_Deployment_L" guid="f993fae1-e8b1-47b5-940d-5cb1b624f0cc" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Deployment_R" guid="b09319d2-ec96-445e-9395-ea6ef3182542" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Bend_L" guid="6AE01FE9-9BFD-4234-9932-36D4B8D65B5F" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Bend_R" guid="D06BC1D3-4F30-4E0F-90E0-32199272D27B" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Horizontal_Top" guid="344B7B33-23CA-4A80-8C2A-9303E2F08189" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Link_Vertical_Top" guid="335BBE27-3C59-4D0D-B6E0-9B793BA03387" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Wheel_Rotation" guid="3510798D-EE26-4264-A532-0E81959618BB" type="Standard"/>
<Animation name="Wheel_Orientation" guid="B4E328E8-6D7B-4EE8-AE90-9B88F69D4545" type="Standard"/>

The result in the simulator:

Special Tutorials MAYBE will follow
Please support if you think this Tutorial has usage to you.

